Gold Rush Leader Description

Gold Rush Leaders provide volunteer support to the overall Gold Rush program. Leaders assist in the transition of new students to the UNC Charlotte community as well as engage the returning student body to the many programs, services, and traditions present at the university. Gold Rush Leaders are dependable, flexible, responsible, and highly enthusiastic. They possess strong time management skills as well as demonstrate a willingness to help others. These students enjoy working with new students and consistently display a positive and supportive attitude, especially during stressful and demanding situations.

Responsibilities:

● Actively staff and provide support during selected Gold Rush events
● Assist in the implementation of Gold Rush programs
● Be knowledgeable of all Gold Rush events and aid in publicity
● Serve as a role model and resource for incoming students
● Participate in and promote campus traditions
● Exemplify the New Student and Family services values of integrity, inclusion, community, personal development, team achievement, leadership, and Niner Pride
● Leave a positive legacy at UNC Charlotte infusing history, traditions and Niner Pride!
● Perform other duties as assigned

Qualifications: Students interested in applying for this position must meet the minimum requirements:

● Maintain at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA at the time of application and throughout employment
● Attend the Gold Rush Kickoff on April 24, 2019. Return to campus for training on August 14, 2019.
● Volunteer at a predetermined number of events throughout the duration of Gold Rush.
● Be enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student for the fall 2019 Semester
● Be in good disciplinary and academic standing with UNC Charlotte

Benefits:

● Developing leadership and communication skills.
● Receiving departmental and college recognition.
● Obtaining recognition and gratitude from new students and parents/family members.
● Being exposed to numerous leadership positions throughout the University community.